LADYBUG

**Step 1:**
Draw the letter “D” on its side.

**Step 2:**
Next, draw a circle. Draw the letter “L” six times for legs.

**Step 3:**
Draw lines for antennae. Draw circles for eyes, and add big black spots on the beetle’s back.

*Draw a picture of your ladybug here:*
ANT

**Step 1:**
Draw two ovals for eyes. Place a dot inside of each oval.

**Step 2:**
Next, draw a circle. Draw the letter “L” six times for legs.

**Step 3:**
Add the letter V four times to draw the first two arms. Next draw two long V’s for legs. Below the first set of V’s draw parallel lines to make a second pair of arms. Make hands by drawing four triangles. Draw two large diamonds for feet.

**Step 4:**
Finish your ant by drawing small triangles on the hands for fingers. Antennae can be made by drawing parallel lines that are bent and adding triangles and ovals. You can also add things like a mouth, and segments to the arms, legs, feet, and body.

*Draw a picture of your ant here:*